
G22.3033-003 Introdution to Cryptography November 29th, 2001Leture 12Leturer: Yevgeniy Dodis Sribe: Roberto OliveiraThis leture is on publi-key signature shemes (PKS), whih are the publi-key oun-terparts of the message authentiation odes (MAC) that we studied in our previous leture.After a high-level disussion on signatures and some basi de�nitions, we try to arguethrough somewhat natural examples (trapdoor signatures) that even though it is rathereasy to devise somewhat seure signature shemes, the degree of seurity that we expet toahieve is not that easy to attain. That task is hard enough to make the "signature para-dox" we disuss seem believable, but as it turns out, it is false. With our hope renewed, wethen look at a "one-time seure" signature sheme, and show how to amplify it (and otherone-time seure shemes) to arbitrary length seure signatures, based on a natural idea thatdoesn't quite work but that an be �xed by a new kind of hash funtion that we introduein the last setion.1 Introdution1.1 Motivation and intuitionThe use of signatures as a form of authentiation in the "real world" is very old andwidespread. It is based on the assumption that it is very hard to emulate one's handwritingwell enough or to modify a doument so that di�erenes annot be deteted. If one aeptsthat, signing is then a very eÆient way of ensuring that a given publi doument bearsone's approval."Physial" signatures must be reproduible by the signer (that is, every person musthave a de�nite proedure for signing as often as needed) and reognizable by others (also bymeans of some de�nite proedure) . Their usefulness omes from the fat that lots of entities(e.g. the government, banks, redit ard ompanies, family and friends) an reognize whatone's signature looks like (i.e. one's signature is known by the publi) and yet they annotforge it.In this lass we disuss the omputational ounterpart of "physial" signatures, whihare alled digital signatures. Those are intended to provide the sender with the means toauthentiate his/her messages (here understood to be any information he/she intends tomake available to the world) in a way that an be heked by anyone but that annot beopied by others.The message authentiation odes (MAC) that we studied last lass do not quite �t intothe nihe of digital signatures. For they are seret-key authentiation shemes and impliitin that onept is that all parties that share the seret information (whih is neessaryfor authentiity veri�ation) must be trustworthy if one does not want to lose all hope forseurity. It is then lear that anything that deserves the name digital signature should bea publi-key authentiation sheme: even people in whih one does not trust ompletelyshould be able to hek the authentiity of one's signature. That is, one does not wantL12-1



to impose any restritions on the parties that may want to verify the authentiity of one'ssignature. Of ourse, the signing algorithm must use seret information (that is, a seretkey), whih roughly orresponds to one's unique way of signing.In the following subsetion we de�ne digital signatures and their seurity taking all thoseprevious onsiderations into aount. Subsequently, we shall attempt to build somethingthat satis�es these de�nitions. This seond task will not be easy, and we will �nd it neessaryto settle for various intermediary objets on our way to seure publi-key signature shemes.1.2 Basi De�nitionsIn this subsetion we de�ne the notion of a publi-key signature sheme as a publi-keyanalog of MAC and then present a de�nition of seurity for it. M is the message spae (e.g.M = f0; 1gk orM = f0; 1g�).De�nition 1 (Publi-Key Signature Sheme) A Publi-Key Signature Sheme (PKS)is a triple (Gen,Sign,Ver) of PPT algorithms:a) The key generating algorithm Gen outputs the seret (private) and veri�ation (publi)keys: (SK; V K) Gen(1k).b) The message signing algorithm Sign is used to produe a signature for a given message:�  SignSK(m), for any m 2M.) The signature veri�ation algorithm heks the orretness of the signature: VerVK(m;�) 2faept; rejetgThe orretness property must hold: 8m; VerV K(SignSK(m)) = aept.Remark 2 One an also onsider stateful PKS; we shall enounter those towards the endof the leture.Remark 3 We shall adopt the onvention that V K is a substring appended at the end ofSK (i.e. SK ontains in V K) whenever this is useful. Of ourse, this entails no loss ofgenerality.As in the ase of a MAC, we an onsider the notions of existential or universal unforge-ability against V K-only, random-message or hosen-message attaks. To assume that anadversary might be able to query the reeiver of the messages to hek the validity of givenpairs (m;�) makes no di�erene in the present ase, as long as the adversary has the publikey, he an test that by himself. Therefore, the natural ounterpart of the standard notionof seurity for MAC in the present ontext is:De�nition 4 (Standard notion of seurity for PKS) A PKS (Gen;Sign;Ver) is said tobe seure, that is, existentially unforgeable against hosen-message attak (CMA) if for allPPT A we have thatPr(Ver(m;�) = aept j (SK; V K) Gen(1k); (m;�)  ASignSK (V K)) � negl(k)where A annot query the orale SignSK on the message string m it outputs.L12-2



2 Examples and problemsThe purpose of this setion is twofold. First, we show how signature shemes that aresomewhat seure an be designed using trapdoor permutations. Seond, by showing thatthese shemes fail to meet the seurity standards we set for signatures, we give evidenethat designing seure signatures is hard, if possible at all. We also present a onvining butthankfully fallaious "proof" of the non-existene of seure signature shemes.2.1 Examples: trapdoor signature shemesThe subjet of this setion is a smart way of building signature shemes from trapdoorpermutations.RSA Signature. The idea behind this sheme is the following. We use the inverse ofthe RSA funtion to produe the signature � = RSA�1(m) from the message m, and thoseinterested in heking it just ompute RSA(�) and ompare it withm. More preisely (usingthe notation in the de�nition of PKS ):a) SK = (p; q; d) and V K = (n; e) where p; q are random k-bit primes, n = pq is theRSA modulus, e 2 Z�'(n) is the RSA exponent and d = e�1 mod '(n).b) SignSK(m) = md mod n (where m 2 Z�n).) VerV K(�) = [�e = m mod n℄ (where � 2 Z�n).A V K-only attak annot result in universal forgery with non-negligible probability un-der the RSA assumption though the following reasoning. Beause a suessful universalforgery would enable one to �nd RSA�1(m) of any (and, thus, of a random) m with proba-bility ", ontrary to the RSA assumption. This implies that under the RSA assumption thissheme is universally unforgeable against V K-only attak.Rabin Signature. The idea used in the previous sheme is again used, only substitutingthe modular squaring funtion for RSA. That is,a) SK = (p; q; g; h) and V K = n where p; q are random k-bit primes, g generates Zp, hgenerates Zq and n = pq is the modulus.b) SignSK(m) = pm 2 Z�n (where m 2 Z�n and any of the four square roots will do).) VerV K(�) = [�2 = m℄ (� 2 Z�n).The same argument given for RSA proves that this PKS is universally unforgeable againstV K-only attaks under the fatoring assumption, and therefore even more believable thanRSA.
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Signature based on any Trapdoor Funtion. It turns out that the above onstru-tions an be generalized for an arbitrary trapdoor funtion f with trapdoor information t(tehnially, a family of trapdoor funtions with an eÆient generation algorithm for (f; t))a) SK = (f; t) and V K = (f).b) SignSK(m) = f�1(m), omputed using t.) V erV K(�) = [f(�) = m℄.The previous two examples an be easily put into that framework. We now present ageneral theorem on the unforgeability of trapdoor signatures.Theorem 5 ((In)Seurity of Trapdoor Signatures against V K-only attak) If f isa trapdoor family, then the orresponding trapdoor signature sheme is universally unforge-able against V K-only attak, but existentially forgeable against V K-only attak.Proof: We prove the �rst assertion by ontradition. Suppose that f is a trapdoor but theorresponding signature sheme does not have the desired property. That means that thereexists some PPT A suh that with non-negligible probability " = "(k)Pr(SignSK(m) = � j (SK; V K) Gen(1k);m Mk; �  A(m)) = "Sine SignSK = f�1 and VerV K = f , we an rewrite this as Pr(m = f(�) j m  Mk; �  A(m)) = ". Moreover, sine f is a permutation, if x 2 Mk is random then m = f(x) israndom, and therefore Pr(f(x) = f(�)jx Mk; �  A(f(x))) = ". Therefore, A inverts fwith non-negligible probability, whih ontradits the fat that f is a trapdoor permutation.For the seond assertion, notie that a PPT adversary B who on input V K outputs(f(�); �) (for some \signature" � he piks) always sueeds in his attak (i.e., � is a signatureof \message" f(�)).Also, it turns out that in some speial ases a trapdoor signature may be universallyforgeable under the CMA. Consider, for example, trapdoor families for whih for all k,Mkis a group and f : Mk ! Mk is a group homomorphism. In that ase, it is easy for anadversary to �nd out � = SignSK(m) for any m 2 Mk without a diret orale query forSignSK(m). Indeed, for m = 1 (i.e. the identity element) we have that � = 1, and for m 6= 1it suÆes to pik any m1 2 Mk that is not 1 or m, then ompute m2 = mm1 (whih alsodi�erent from the identity and from m). The adversary an �nd out �1 = SignSK(m1) and�2 = SignSK(m2) by orale alls and ompute � = �1�2. This shows that suh trapdoorfamilies, RSA and Rabin among them, are universally forgeable against hosen-messageattaks.It should be lear by now that the design of "seure" signature shemes is a diÆultproblem and at this point one might be inlined to believe that it has no solution.2.2 A "Signature Paradox"Those who subsribe to the pessimism expressed in the �nal statement of the previoussubsetion will not have a hard time aepting the following "theorem", whih would bea far-reahing generalization of the seond statement of the theorem on unforgeability oftrapdoor signatures, were it only true. L12-4



Theorem 6 (The fallaious "Signature Paradox") If SIG = (Gen;Sign;Ver) is uni-versally unforgeable against V K-only attak, then it is existentially forgeable against hosenmessage attaks.Corollary 7 ("No seure signatures") There do not exist signature shemes that areexistentially unforgeable against CMA.Proof: The orollary follows form the "theorem" beause existential unforgeability againstCMA implies universal unforgeability against V K-only attak. Therefore, a sheme annotsatisfy the former property without also satisfying the latter, and the theorem says thatuniversal unforgeability against V K-only attak implies existential forgery against CMA.As for the "theorem", its "proof" goes as follows. The way one proves that someSIG = (Gen;Sign;Ver) is universally unforgeable under V K-only attak is to prove thatthat property is equivalent to some "hardness" assumption on a problem X that we believeto be true. On one hand, one shows that the "hard" problem X is suh that its solutionyields an algorithm to break SIG in polynomial time (for instane, if one an fator n thenone an take modular square roots modn and break the Rabin signature sheme with thatmodulus). On the other hand, one assumes the existene of a PPT A that on input (V K;m)provides a valid signature � for any m and shows (to get a ontradition) that that wouldimply that there exists a PPT (denoted by B) that would use A as a "blak box" (i.e. asan orale) to break the hardness assumption and solve that given instane of X (in theRabin ase, if suh an A exists, than one an take square roots, and using that squareroot algorithm as a blak box one an fator the modulus). Thus, the existene of suh\universal" B proves that the presumed A does not exist. Notie, however, that B by itselfis well-de�ned: given a good A, B would break X.But then, if the adversary an perform CMA, he an use this B = B(V K), only that,in plae of using "blak box alls" to A to get �0 = A(V K;m) (for a given m), he usesa CMA instead to get � = SignSK(m). Then B an solve X in polynomial time and usethat solution to break the signature sheme SIG. Therefore, CMA allows the adversary tosubstitute attaks to the sender for alls to A. For instane, in Rabin's ase, that wouldmean that with a CMA with some well-hosen messages, one would have enough informationto fator the modulus n and then break the signature sheme.What is wrong with that "proof"? Well, here is one mistake in it. When B uses A as anorale in the proof by ontradition of the universal unforgeability of SIG, B an make anyquery he wants to A. Among other things, he might make a query of the form A(V K 0;m),where V K 0 6= V K. That is, he might try di�erent veri�ation keys, maybe beause if oneknows SignV K0(m) for several di�erent V K 0 one an make a very good guess of what thesolution to X is (who knows?). On the other hand, when we try to turn B into a CMAadversary, we must then ommit to a single veri�ation key: the one that is randomlyhosen by the sender. That is, whenever B launhes a CMA on the sender, he (the sender)always uses the V K that he himself has hosen; equivalently (in a more formal language),all orale alls that B an make to SignSK must use the same SK that is in the outputof Gen, and it is quite improbable that a V K 0 6= V K will work with SK in the right way.Therefore, the last paragraph of that "proof" is wrong.L12-5



3 One-time seure signature shemesThe falsehood of the "signature paradox" in the last setion leaves us with some hope thatit might be possible to build seure signature shemes after all. But given all the diÆultieswe have faed so far, we'd better try to do it one step at a time. Our plan, whih we beginto put into pratie in this setion, is: to build a rather simple sheme that is seure as longas the adversary an only make one CMA, and to show how to get a seure sheme out ofit.3.1 Lamport's sheme for one bitOne-way funtions (OWF) provide a nie way of signing one bit, whih we present below.De�nition 8 (Lamport's sheme for 1-bit messages) Using the notation from the def-inition of PKS, and letting f : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g� be a �xed OWF, we de�ne Lamport's shemefor one-bit messages by:a) SK = (X0;X1), where X0 and X1 are drawn randomly and independently fromf0; 1gk, and V K = (Y0; Y1) = (f(X0); f(X1)).b) SignSK(m) = Xm (remember, m 2 f0; 1g)) VerV K(�;m) = [f(�) = Ym℄Lamport's sheme is "one-time seure" in the sense that if the adversary wants to �ndout what the signature for 1 (say) with only one orale query, that query must have theform SignSK(0) = X0, whih is just a random string and doesn't help him at all in �ndingout what SignSK(1) is. The intuition an be easily transformed into a proof.Remark 9 In fat, Lamport's sheme is \many-time" seure as well for the trivial reasonthat there are only two messages. So the only non-trivial attak by the adversary is to forgea signature of b 2 f0; 1g given a signature of (1 � b), i.e. general seurity is the same asone-time seurity.We next generalize this to many bits.3.2 Lamport's Sheme for many bitsThe generalization for long (say, length n = p(k)) messages of Lamport's sheme is:De�nition 10 (Lamport's sheme for n-bit messages) Using the notation from thede�nition of PKS, and letting f : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1g� be a �xed OWF, we de�ne Lamport'ssheme for f0; 1gn by:a) Let SK = (X10 ;X11 ;X20 ;X21 ; : : : ;Xn0 ;Xn1 ), where the Xji 's are drawn randomly andindependently from f0; 1gk, and V K = (Y 10 ; Y 11 ; Y 20 ; Y 21 ; : : : ; Y n0 ; Y n1 ) with Y ji = f(Xji ).b) � = SignSK(m1 : : : mn) = Xm1 ; : : : ;Xmn .L12-6



) VerV K(�1 : : : �n;m1 : : : mn) = [8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; f(�i) = Ymi ℄.What Lamport's sheme does is it builds two tables, one for signing (in whih entry(i; j) orresponds to the blok that is used at the jth position of � if mj = i, that is Xji )and one for veri�ation (in whih entry (i; j) orresponds to the blok that is used at thejth position of � if mj = i, that is Y ji = f(Xji )). See the illustration below for n = 5.bit/position 1 2 3 4 50 X10 X20 X30 X40 X501 X11 X21 X31 X41 X51Table for Signingbit/position 1 2 3 4 50 Y 10 Y 20 Y 30 Y 40 Y 501 Y 11 Y 21 Y 31 Y 41 Y 51Table for Veri�ationbit/position 1 2 3 4 50 X10 X20 X30 X40 X501 X11 X21 X31 X41 X51The signature of 01001 is shown in bold.We notie that an adversary an break the sheme with 2 queries, for if it gets Sign(0n) =X10 : : : Xn0 and Sign(1n) = X11 : : : Xn1 , then it knows all Xji and an forge a signature for anygiven message. However, the sheme is one-time seure in the following sense.De�nition 11 (One-time seurity for PKS) A PKS SIG = (Gen;Sign;Ver) is said to beone-time seure, that is, existentially unforgeable against CMA with one hosen messagequery only if for all PPT A we havePr(V er(m;�) = aept j (SK; V K) Gen(1k); (m;�) ASignSK (V K)) � negl(k)where A A an use the orale for on at most one query q and annot output forgery m = q.Theorem 12 (One-time seurity of Lamport's sheme)Lamport's sheme is one-time seure provided f is a OWF.Proof: By ontradition. Suppose that there exists a PPT adversary A that violates thede�nition of one-time seurity for Lamport's sheme with non-negligible probability ". Wean assume without loss of generality that A makes exatly one orale all, and that thequery and the forgery string both the (expeted) length n.We onsider the following "experiment" B. Given input y that B tries to invert, Bruns Gen(1k) to get SK and V K. It then modi�es one of the bloks of the veri�ation key:instead of Y ji we now have Y 0ji = y for some random pair (i; j), and all the other bloks staythe same. Let's all this new veri�ation key V K 0; note that V K and V K 0 have the samedistribution. Also, B knows the seret key SK 0 orresponding to V K 0 exept for the valuex 2 f�1(y) that B tries to extrat from A. The key observation (that is easy to hek)L12-7



is the following: If y = f(x) where x 2 f0; 1gk is random, V K and V K 0 have the samedistribution; moreover, i and j are independent of V K 0. The new veri�ation table lookslike this (for i = 1, j = 3 and n = 5):bit/position 1 2 3 4 50 Y 10 Y 20 Y 30 Y 40 Y 501 Y 11 Y 21 y Y 41 Y 51Denote by q = q1 : : : qn the string whose signature A(V K 0) asks the signing orale (sim-ulated by B). If it happens that qj = i, then we fail in our attempt to reover x. However,sine i is random and V K 0 is independent of i, we have that qj 6= i with probability 1=2. Inthis latter ase, B an easily \sign" q for A sine it does not need x 2 f�1(y) for the signa-ture. Thus, with probability at least "=2 we get that A outputs a valid message/signaturepair (m;�), where m 6= q, i.e. m1 : : : mn 6= q1 : : : qn. Hene, there must be at least one index` suh that m` 6= q`. Sine j is hosen at random at the view of A so far was independentfrom j, we get that ` = j with probability 1=n. Thus, with overall non-negligible probability"=2n we have mj = i, and thus �j 2 f�1(y). Therefore, with non-negligible probability Ban output this �j and invert the OWF f .4 From One-time to Full-edged Seurity4.1 First AttemptLet OT-SIG = (Gen;Sign;Ver) denote any one-time seure signature sheme. Our questionnow is: is there a general way of building a seure PKS from OT-SIG? It is not enough todivide the message into bloks and sign eah blok separately: Lamport's sheme did thatand yet didn't meet the seurity standards that we set for ourselves.We try a di�erent idea here. The idea is to use "fresh information" for eah messagesent so as to irumvent the "one-timeness" of OT-SIG. We will then have to keep trak ofpast ativity; this means that our sheme will be stateful. It will also be quite ineÆient.In partiular, the length of the signature will grow. But we shall take are of these problemslater on.What we do is the following. Suppose one wants to sign the messages m0;m1 : : : (ofappropriate length) in that given order. The sheme SIG that we propose proeeds asfollows.a) First, it gets (SK0; V K0) Gen(1k). V K0 is the (publi) veri�ation key of our newsheme SIG.b) To sign m0, SIG gets (SK1; V K1) Gen(1k), then omputes �1 = SignSK0(m0; V K1)(namely, it signs a tuple [m0; V K1℄, where ; is some speial harater that doesn't showup in other plaes so that we an separate m0 from V K1) and outputs (�1; V K1;m0)as the signature of m0 (for notational onveniene, we inlude the message inside thesignature). It also remembers (�1; V K1;m0) for future use.L12-8



) To hek whether (�1; V K1) is a valid signature for m0 under SIG, the reeiver heksif VerVK0([m0; V K1℄; �1) = aept (i.e. whether �1 is a valid signature for [m0; V K1℄in the OT-SIG sheme.d) Indutively, to sign mi (for i � 2), SIG gets (SKi+1; V Ki+1)  Gen(1k), omputes�i+1 = SignSKi(mi; V Ki+1) and outputs (�i+1; V Ki+1;mi : : : ; �1; V K1;m0) (i.e. theentire history so far!) as the signature of mi.e) Finally, to hek whether (�i+1; V Ki+1;mi : : : ; �1; V K1;m0) is a good signature ofmi,one suessively heks all the signatures by VerV Kj ([�j+1; V Kj+1℄;mj), and aeptsonly if the entire hain is valid (0 � j � i), where the last key V K0 is taken from thepubli �le.On an intuitive level, this sheme is seure beause no key is used more than one, andtherefore the "one-timeness" of OT-SIG is enough. Indeed, if an adversary B attaks thesender with suessive hosen messages, eah answer it will get will orrespond to a di�erentseret key and that will irumvent the original limitations of OT-SIG.There is a problem, however, with this onstrution: at eah all of SignSK the inputis larger than what we know how to handle with urrent one0time signature shemes! Forinstane, for the onstrution of one-time seure PKS that we saw in the last setion, if themessage length it an handle is n, the size of the veri�ation key is n� � n (where � isthe size of the output of our OWF). Thus, we annot \�t" the veri�ation key inside thesignature.Seems like everything we tried was in vein. But not all is lost. Namely, if we anonstrut a one-time signature sheme where jV Kj ould be suÆiently less than the lengthn of the messages it an handle, then the above onstrution an be used to sign themessages of (n�jV Kj). In fat, if one �xed key ould be used to sign messages of arbitraryunbounded length, then we an also sign messages of any unbounded length. This is statedbelow:Theorem 13 Provided OT-SIG an sign messages longer that the length of its veri�a-tion key, the above (stateful and ineÆient) onstrution is existentially unforgeable againsthosen message attak (for messages of orresponding length as explained above).Proof: The proof is simple, but a bit tedious, so we just sketh the idea (the sketh belowan be easily transofrmed into a formal proof).Say someA asks to sign messagesm0 : : : mt, gets a hain (�t+1; V Kt+1;mt : : : ; �1; V K1;m0)from the orale, and forges the signature (�0i+1; V K 0i+1;m0i : : : ; �01; V K 01;m00) of some m0i 62fm1 : : : mtg. We laim that there exists and index j � max(i; t) suh that \along theway", A produed a forgery �0j of a \new message" [m0j ; V Kj+1℄ under the key SKj, whihontradits one-time seurity of the j-th one-time signture. The proof is a bit boring:1. If [m00; V K 01℄ 6= [m0; V K1℄, then [m00; V K 01℄ is a new message w.r.t. V K0, and �1 isthe forgery.2. Otherwise (equality so far), if [m01; V K 02℄ 6= [m1; V K2℄, then [m01; V K 02℄ is a new mes-sage w.r.t. V K1 = V K 01, and �2 is the forgery.L12-9



3. Otherwise (equality so far), if [m02; V K 03℄ 6= [m2; V K3℄, then [m02; V K 03℄ is a new mes-sage w.r.t. V K2 = V K 02, and �3 is the forgery.4. And so on. The point is that sine we have m0i 62 fm1 : : : mtg, at some point j wemust have inequality: at the worst ase, if i > t, [m0t+1; V Kt+2℄ is a new message w.r.t.V Kt+1, sine no signatures w.r.t. V Kt+1 were given to A by its orale.Of ourse, how do we �nd this j, and how do we simulate the run of A with this j. Well,we pik j at random from f0 : : : Tg (where T is the upper bound of A's running time). Wegenerate all the keys on our own, exept for the j-th key, where we use the given veri�ationkey V K whose one-time seurity we want to ompromise. The formal proof follows quiteeasily from the above.Remark 14 Notie, however, that this onstrution (known as the Naor-Yung onstru-tion) shows that our explanation of the aws of the "proof of the signature paradox" is notat all arti�ial. The sheme SIG above uses Sign (from OT-SIG) as a blak box, but eahtime it does so the seret key is di�erent.Now, of ourse, the question is how to onstrut one-time signatures apable to sign longmessages? The answer is similar to what we did for the ase of MAC's: use an approproatehash funtion family. Namely, rather than one-time signing a longm (whih might not \�t"),we �rst hash it down to a short string h(m), and one-time sign h(m). What properties areneeded from h. Intuitively, we have problems if it is easy to �nd m1 and m2 whih ollide:h(m1) = h(m2), sine the single one-time signature of h(m1) = h(m2) orresponds to bothm1 and m2 now. This motivates the next setion | a detaour to \appropriate" hashfuntion families.4.2 The \Fix": New Hash Families and the Hash-then-Sign ParadigmAs it turns out, in many appliations of signatures we would like to be able to "shrink" theinput so as to make our signares smaller as well. That is, we apply a hash funtion to themessage and then sign the hashed version. That is the (extremely useful) hash-and-signparadigm for whih our problem is but an example. We now present the "right" de�nitionsthat we need for hash-and-sign, along with the older de�nition of weakly universal hashfamilies, so as to make the di�erenes between them stand out (we give a bit generalde�nition below where the seed, input and output lengths are all some polynomials in theseurity parameter k).De�nition 15 (Hash families) Let H = fhs : f0; 1gL(k) ! f0; 1g`(k)gs2f0;1gp(k) be a fam-ily of funtions that are easy to evaluate (i.e. the joint map (s; x)! hs(x) an be omputedin polynomial time), with L(k) > `(k) for all k, together with a PPT algorithm I that out-puts some s 2 f0; 1gp(k) on input 1k. Below, we let p = p(k), L = L(k) and ` = `(k) wherek is the seurity parameter. Suh a family is alled:a) Weakly universal hash family if for all distint x0; x1 2 f0; 1gL we havePrs I(1k)(hs(x0) = hs(x1)) � negl(k)L12-10



b) Universal one-way hash family (UOWHF) if for all PPT adversaries A, and allx0 2 f0; 1gL we havePrs I(1k)(hs(x0) = hs(x1) j x1  A(x0; s)) � negl(k)where A must output x1 6= x0.) Collision-resistant hash family (CRHF) if for all PPT adversaries A we havePrs I(1k)(hs(x0) = hs(x1) j (x0; x1) A(s)) � negl(k)where A must output x1 6= x0.We will often abbreviate h H to indiate that s I(1k) and h = hs.Reall that weakly universal hash families were suÆient for the \hash-then-ma" paradigmin the seret-key authentiation. As we will see below, UOWHF's and CRHF's will play asimilar role in the publi-key authentiation. We will not prove the existene of UOWHF'sand CRHF's in this leture, but the following lemmas should make it lear that (1) UOWHFand CRHF are the only missing elements in our onstrution of seure signature shemesand (2) the new | \hash-and-sign" method | really works with these funtions. The lem-mas below work for both regular (\many-time") and one-time signature sheme: the formerase being extensively used in pratie, and the latter will be used to �nish the Naor-Yungonstrution. We prove both statements for regular (multi-time) signature sheme, theone-time ase will be a speial ase.Lemma 16 (Seure shemes with CRHF) IfH = fhsg is a CRHF and SIG0 = (Gen0;Sign0;Ver0)is a (one-time) seure signature sheme for `-bit messages, then the signature shemeSIG = (Gen;Sign;Ver) de�ned below is (one-time) seure for L-bit messages:a) SK = SK 0, V K = (V K 0; h), where (SK 0; V K 0) Gen0(1k) and h H.b) SignSK(m) = Sign0SK0(h(m)).) VerV K(m;�) = Ver0V K0(h(m); �).Proof: Assume that Lemma 16 is false for some SIG0, that is, there exists an adversary Asuh thatPr(Ver0SK0(h(m); �) = 1 j (SK 0; V K 0) G(1k); h H; (m;�) ASignSK0 (V K 0; h)) = "where A queried the orale on messages m1 : : : mt, and, when suessful, outputs the sig-nature � of m 62 fm1; : : : ;mtg. Then at least one of the following events happens withnon-negligible probability "=2:(a) h(m) 2 fh(m1); : : : ; h(mt)g.(b) h(m) 62 fh(m1); : : : ; h(mt)g. L12-11



In ase (a), we an break the ollision-resistane property of H. Indeed, it implies thatfor some i, h(m) = h(mi), while by assumption m 6= mi, so m and mi form a ollision.In ase (b), we break the seurity of our original signature SIG0. Indeed, h(m) is a \newmessage" w.r.t. SIG0, sine A only saw Sign(mi) = Sign0(h(mi)), so A managed to forge anew signature. Translating this into a formal proof (i.e., building the atual B breakingSIG0) is straightforward. Indeed, B piks its own h  H, and simulates orale alls toSign(mi) by orale alls to Sign0(h(mi)). When A forges (m;�), B outputs its own forgery(h(m); �).Lemma 17 (Seure shemes with UOWHF) If H = fhsg is a UOWHF and SIG0 =(Gen0;Sign0;Ver0) is a (one-time) seure signature sheme for (` + p)-bit messages, thenthe signature sheme SIG = (Gen;Sign;Ver) de�ned below is (one-time) seure for L-bitmessages:a) SK = SK 0, V K = V K 0, where (SK 0; V K 0) Gen0(1k).b) SignSK(m) = (h;Sign0SK0(h Æ h(m)), where h H and Æ is onatenation.) VerV K(m; (h; �)) = Ver0V K0(h Æ h(m); �).Proof: Assume that Lemma 17 is false for some SIG0, that is, there exists an adversary Asuh thatPr(Ver0SK0(h Æ h(m); �) = 1 j (SK 0; V K 0) G(1k); (m; (h; �))  ASignSK0 (V K 0)) = "where A queried the orale on messages m1 : : : mt, and, when suessful, outputs the signa-ture (h; �) of m 62 fm1; : : : ;mtg. Let also (hi; �i) denotes the signature of mi returned bythe orale (i.e., eah hi is truly random, even though h used in the forgery ould be hosenby A arbitrarily). Then at least one of the following events happens with non-negligibleprobability "=2:(a) h Æ h(m) 2 fh1 Æ h1(m1); : : : ; ht Æ ht(mt)g.(b) h Æ h(m) 62 fh1 Æ h1(m1); : : : ; ht Æ ht(mt)g.In ase (a), we an break the universal one-wayness property of H. Indeed, it implies thatfor some i, h = hi and thus hi(m) = hi(mi), while by assumption m 6= mi. Thus, if we setx0 = mi, we get that h = hi was hosen at random after x0 was hosen by A, and we anset x1 = m, thus reating a ollision x0 6= x1 for this randomly seleted hi. Translating thisinto a formal proof is easy and is omitted.In ase (b), we break the seurity of our original signature SIG0. Indeed, h Æ h(m) is a\new message" w.r.t. SIG0, sine A only saw Sign0(hi Æhi(mi)), so A managed to forge a newsignature. Translating this into a formal proof (i.e., building the atual B breaking SIG0) isstraightforward. Indeed, B simulates orale alls to Sign(mi) by piking a random hi  Hand, getting �i = Sign0(hi Æ hi(mi)) from its own orale, and returning (hi; �i). When Aforges (m; (h; �)), B outputs its own forgery (h Æ h(m); �).We onlude this leture by notiing that if \good" (i.e., well shrinking) CRHF's or UOWHF'sexist, the Naor-Yung onstrution will be omplete (albeit ineÆient for now).L12-12


